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When Delia entered treatment for drug and
alcohol addiction at age seventeen, her life
changed completely: she immersed herself
in AA, began to heal old family wounds,
and developed a whole new outlook on
herself, on spirituality, on relationships.
Out of the rubble, she built a life for herself
that any recovering woman would be proud
of: a loving husband, a beautiful daughter,
her own brand of hard-won wisdom. But
her long-term sobriety is put to the test
when she receives a phone call from her
gay best friend, Timothy. Fulfilling a pact
they made a decade prior, Delia tears
herself away from her new life in Seattle
and rushes home to Los Angeles, to
Timothys bedside, facing the one thing she
fears her sobriety cannot survive--losing
him.Back in LA, Delia begins to encounter
familiar people, places, and temptationsa
barrage of memories that makes her stop
and sort through her past, looking for the
courage she knows she needs now more
than ever. As her past catches up with her
present, she sees that she has not merely
survived her losses and mistakes, but has
been made stronger because of them. This
understanding comes to her in full as she
holds a piece of beachglass in her hand and
realizes that it is its scuffs and scrapes that
give it its quiet splendor, its imperfections
that give it its beauty and individuality, and
that it is from being tossed and tumbled
that it no longer shatters--and she knows
the same goes for her too.Set against a
backdrop of West Hollywood in the late
1980s, populated by a drag queen and a
stripper, beautiful boys and artists, and told
by a narrator with equal doses of
self-deprecating
humor,
old-soul
awareness, fallibility, and brutal honesty,
Beachglass is a gritty and uplifting story of
recovery, a journey that presents a fresh
look into the world of AA and offers a
convincing rendering of the constant
struggle to go into recovery and stay
there--no matter what. In this stunning
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debut novel, Wendy Blackburn writes of
the transformative power of love--for
others and oneself--and about friendship,
about forgiveness, about redemption.
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Sea Glass (Glass, #2) by Maria V. Snyder Reviews, Discussion Sea Glass is a 2002 romance novel by Anita Shreve.
It is chronologically the second novel in Shreves informal trilogy to be set in a large beach house on the SEA GLASS
by Anita Shreve Kirkus Reviews Complete summary of Anita Shreves Sea Glass. eNotes plot summaries cover all the
significant action of Sea Glass. Get help with any book. Start Free Trial Beach Glass - Kindle edition by Suzan
Colon. Literature & Fiction Sea Glass. Golden Mountain Chronicles: 1970 Books Individual Titles Paperback
Book. Grades 6-8. List Price: $6.95. Our Price: $5.21. ADD TO CART Anita Shreve - Sea Glass - Book Review
BookPage Honora Beecher collects sea glass off the coast of New Hampshire. Fragments of clear, blue and green
bottles boat trash, she thinks to herself find their way to. Fiction Book Review: SEA GLASS by Anita Shreve, Author
. Little Sep 21, 2012 SEA GLASS, Shreves ninth novel, centers on Honora Beecher, newly married to Sexton, a
traveling typewriter salesman, and three other S is for Sea Glass: A Beach Alphabet: Richard Michelson, Doris
Pure Sea Glass: Discovering Natures Vanishing Gems: Richard S is for Sea Glass: A Beach Alphabet uses a variety
of poetry forms such as free verse. Discover what to read next through the Amazon Book Review. The Book - santa
cruz sea glass I was just wondering if anyone knows of any books on collecting sea glass? I have LaMottes book on sea
glass and it is GREAT, but I have had it for. Sea Glass - Little, Results 1 - 12 of 90 Most of us have fond memories of
collecting sea glass at the beach. . made her novels acclaimed international bestsellers, Anita Shreve Know of any Sea
Glass Books? - Odyssey Sea Glass Santa Cruz Sea Glass: The BOOK is SOLD OUT! Santa Cruz Sea Glass Book
makes FRONT PAGE news. Santa Cruz Sea Glass Book. Santa Cruz Sea Glass, Sea Glass - Wikipedia Beach Glass Kindle edition by Suzan Colon. Beach Glass by [Colon, Suzan] . WOW, I just read Beach Glass and let me tell you this
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book is a must read. Detailed Review Summary of Sea Glass by Anita Shreve Sea Glass Island (An Ocean Breeze
Novel) [Sherryl Woods] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Under summer skies, New York Times The Sea
Glass Sisters (Carolina #.5) by Lisa Wingate Reviews The Sea Glass Sisters has 1619 ratings and 166 reviews.
Magdalena aka A Sea Glass Sisters was the first book I have read by Lisa Wingate. And I can say it Sea Glass The
Ultimate Guide to Sea Glass is the only book on the topic that will be needed and comes from a lifetime collector who
shares her twenty-some years of Beachglass: A Novel: Wendy Blackburn: 9780312351595: Amazon SEA GLASS is
a well-written historical fiction novel that provides the audience with a window to the impact of the Great Depression on
various social classes. Sea Glass: Maria V. Snyder: 9780778314615: : Books Sea Glass: A Novel [Anita Shreve] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. With all the narrative power and emotional immediacy that have made Sea Glass
by Anita Shreve Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs, Lists Sea Glass has 21120 ratings and 1247 reviews. Tasha said: I
almost passed on this book when I found it at a thrift store. The books plot looked promis Sea Glass: : Anita Shreve:
9780349115177: Books What can I say, I was a little dismayed by Sea Glass. Perhaps because I expected more out of
this second book. Perhaps because I thought Opals character was Reading guide for Sea Glass by Anita Shreve BookBrowse The Sea Glass Sisters: Prelude to The Prayer Box (A Carolina Chronicles) This novella (just slightly
shorter than a full novel) made me want to read the rest of Sea Glass [Maria V. Snyder] on . *FREE* Sea Glass (Glass
series Book 2) and over one million other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Sea Glass: A Novel: Anita Shreve:
9780316089692: Summary and reviews of Sea Glass by Anita Shreve, plus links to a book excerpt from Sea Glass and
author biography of Anita Shreve. sea glass in books Jan 21, 2003 The Paperback of the Sea Glass: A Novel by Anita
Shreve at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! The Ultimate Guide to Sea Glass: Beach Combers
Edition: Finding Sea Glass: A Novel [Anita Shreve] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The year is 1929 and
Honora Beecher and her husband, Sexton, are Sea Glass by Laurence Yep Scholastic Each morning, Honora collects
sea glass washed up on the shore, each piece Like those translucent shards that Honora finds on the beach, Sea Glass is
Sea Glass Summary - Apr 1, 2002 In addition to spinning one of her most absorbing narratives, Shreve here rewards
readers with the third volume in a trilogy set in the large Sea Glass Island (An Ocean Breeze Novel): Sherryl Woods
May 20, 2010 In Shreves ninth novel, a bitter strike racks the New Hampshire coastal community that also provided the
setting for Fortunes Rocks (1999). Sea Glass: A Novel by Anita Shreve, Paperback Barnes & Noble Reading guide
for Sea Glass by Anita Shreve - discussion guide for book clubs. The Sea Glass Sisters: Prelude to The Prayer Box
(A Carolina Buy Sea Glass by Anita Shreve (ISBN: 9780349115177) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on
eligible orders.
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